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M

ason Stewart, a recluse, had lost the most cherished relationships
in his life and had shut himself up from society at large. He leads
a sedentary life without any surprises until his granddaughter
Emily arrives at his doorstep without any notice. The intricate family drama
unfolds with the inquisitive mind of Emily coming to terms with the wild
chase of an illusive dream by her unwed mother, Sophia.
Will Sophia realize her illusive dreams? Will Emily’s desire for undiluted
motherly affection find an expression? And will Mason be able to bring
normalcy to his newly acquired unsettling relationships? Will they realise
their age-old beliefs or succumb to change?
This short, intense drama overwhelms you and climaxes with its portrayal
of the most sublime emotions and the darkest patches of human failings.
A must-read for all in today’s troubled times to reaffirm their belief in life
and its value systems.
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Mrinalini Mitra, a
young adult, is a painter,
poet, and pianist
with
multifarious
talents. She has been
recognised for her
rhetorical abilities and
views on contemporary issues. Her poignant
depiction of human wants and failings
transcend her art works and flow into her
writings. Her paintings and poems depict
depth and understanding of the complexities
of emotions and relationships that belie her
age. Belief is her debut novel.

• Experience the unfolding of an intricate family drama that builds up to an
overwhelming climax.
• The novel is mesmerising in its portrayal of bold emotions and the depths of
human feelings.
• It is a must-read for all in today’s troubled times.

